
With all the content out there today, drawing attention to your brand is no easy matter. 

Content creators are in a race to shorten their workflows, generating video that reflects their brand and has 

audiences coming back for more.

With LiveU Solo PRO and Solo Stream Tools you’re good to go! 

This all-in-one solution enables you to stream high-quality live video feeds from the wire-free lightweight  

Solo PRO  into the Stream Tools production toolbox and share them with wider audiences in a few clicks.

And that’s not all!  Subscribe to LiveU Solo Stream Tools and benefit from built-in LRT™ (LiveU Reliable 

Transport), the original bonded cellular protocol, ensuring the highest possible video quality and rock-solid 

reliability from anywhere.

Accelerate time-to-live with a unified 
cloud video production solution

A unified capture-to-share workflow 
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Solo, Stream Tools 
and you’re good to go!



You work hard to deliver the best content to your 
audience, and when you do, you build a brand. A brand 
that your viewers seek out and trust. Deliver consistent 
branding with your distinctive logos, tailored graphics and 
marketing elements to align with your monetization goals. 

GIF or PNG

It pays to be prepared, especially when live streaming. 
Keep your audience engaged even during brief 
absences. Automatically pull up a fallback slate, 
helping to keep your audience online and engaged 
with a seamless viewing experience. 

Images ∙ VOD

Put your content in front of more audiences, 
automatically! Expand your reach at the click of a 
button making it simple to share your live feed over 
up to three simultaneous online platforms. 

Social media ∙ Online networks ∙ Video platforms 
∙ RTMP/S for dedicated websites

Go live everywhere – in 1,2,3

BRANDING

FALLBACK SLATES

MULTI-DESTINATION

With Solo Stream Tools, you’re in control with easy activation through the Solo Portal. Subscriptions include 

both the production as well as the LRT™ services, allowing you to choose between annual or monthly packages 

and providing the flexibility to activate them whenever you need them. 

Built-in flexibility

Solo Stream Tools features


